Groups.

Learn more about the department and catch up with the latest news about Latina Studies!

Major or Minor in Latino and Latina Studies!

Thank you for all you do!

Thank you to our VAHLA members who are dedicating their time to creating opportunities and to celebrate their Latinx peers. #somosVU

Latinx Networking Cocktail is happening on Thursday, January 16 at the Owen Graduate School of Management!

The Latinx Networking Cocktail is happening on Thursday, January 16 at the Owen Graduate School of Management!

Save the Date

Hispanic Heritage Month Recap: #somosVU

Hispanic Heritage Month Keynote Address: “Am I Latinx Enough?”

On Friday, October 11, Dr. Bernardo M. Ferdman, in association with the Student Center for Social Justice and Identity and the Association of Latin American Students, delivered the Hispanic Heritage Month Keynote Address, “Am I Latinx Enough?”. Dr. Ferdman is a professor of Higher Education, Social Justice, and Leadership at the California School of Professional Psychology of Alliant International University. Dr. Ferdman’s research and teaching focus on the intersection of race, social justice, and leadership. His work explores how race, culture, and class intersect to shape leadership and professional practice.

Hispanic Heritage Month was celebrated throughout the month of October with a variety of events and activities. The theme of our 2019 Hispanic Heritage Month was “We are…”

Hispanic Heritage Month events included lectures, workshops, and cultural celebrations. Keynote speakers included Dr. Ferdman, who discussed the importance of inclusion.

Save the Date

Vivienary Apothe: Art and Black Freedom

Visual merlot: Art and Black Freedom. This event celebrates the convergence of Black and Latinx art and the ways in which it can be used to challenge and transform traditional narratives of power and resistance.

VAHLA Members Around Vanderbilt

VAHLA Members Around Vanderbilt: Adriana Calderon, EXBA'20, and Pedro Parjus, BA'12

Pedro Parjus, BA'12

Montoya, BA'04; Polo Murillo, MBA'98; Teresa Temkin, BA'11; and Jorge Mejia Valdivieso, EMBA'17; Rosalinda Mendez, BA'88; Kellie Sunden, EMBA'13; and Vivian Velázquez, BA'15.

Sincerely,

Adriana Calderon, EXBA'20, or Pedro Parjus, BA'12
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